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SHERIFFHALES 

PRIMARY SCHOOL 

 
‘THE SMALL SCHOOL WITH BIG IDEAS, 

WHERE HARD WORK AND TALENT THRIVE’ 

 
Headteacher: MS SARAH HODGSON 
  

Chair of Governors: MRS JEANETTE BATTYE 

 
 

 

 
 

‘. . . staff have a detailed knowledge of all pupils. Carefully tailored provision is 

provided for all groups and individuals. As a result, pupils enjoy school, feel 

safe and achieve well. Parents, staff and pupils have very positive views of the 

school. As one parent put it, ‘All the staff are friendly and hardworking; there is 

a great community spirit in the village largely due to the school being so 

inclusive.’ 

OFSTED April 2017 
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Welcome from the Head 

 
Sheriffhales is a popular rural primary school, serving the immediate 

village and the extensive surrounding area. Our learners come from 

Shifnal, Telford, Stafford and beyond.  

 

We are a fully inclusive school with a commitment to providing an 

exciting and engaging learning experience, firmly rooted in the 

development of lifelong skills and a broad curriculum. 

 

Our most recent (April 2017) OFSTED states,  
 

‘The curriculum provides a wide range of activities and opportunities to 

develop and extend not only literacy and numeracy skills, but artistic and 

sporting talents also. A range of visits, visitors and clubs provide memorable 

experiences for pupils.’ 

 

All staff have high expectations, our children progress well and they 

feel safe and supported. We have a rigorous focus on self-evaluation 

and we are not afraid to try out innovative solutions to educational 

challenges. 

 

Our close relationships with parents, carers and the local and wider 

community, keep our vision fresh and our learner’s horizons wide. 

 

The school environment plays an important part in the educational 

experience of the learners. We have Green Flag status, work in 

partnership with a local Solar Committee, contract to companies who 

are environmentally aware and incorporate the teaching of 

environmental issues across subjects. 

We have a democratic approach to school organisation and 

management, with pupil voice playing an important role. 

 

OFSTED (2017) reported that ‘Pupils are encouraged to reflect on, debate 

and discuss thought-provoking issues through activities such as ‘Think about it 

Thursday’. 

This sophisticated level of thinking has helped develop pupils’ reasoning skills 

and levels of maturity, together with extending their spiritual, moral, social and 

cultural understanding.’ 

 

 

Our children and staff work hard, we take our learning seriously, but we 

make sure we inject some laughter into each day too.  Our children 

generally run into school, keen to be here – we like to keep that going. 

Please visit us and see for yourself! 

 

Sarah Hodgson  

Head Teacher 
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From the Chair of Governors 
 

  

Dear Parent 

 

It is a great honour to be both Parent Governor and Chair of Governors 

here at Sheriffhales Primary School. 

Vibrant, strong, passionate, reflective, genuine, positive, belief in the 

competent child, tenacity, focussed, community, respectful, happy, 

fun!  These are a seemingly random collection of things to say but they 

are what spring to the forefront of my mind whenever I am asked to 

describe Sheriffhales Primary School and the people who form this 

incredible community. So please, let me share with you a little more 

about our school and hopefully you can then share these things with 

us! 

We are a small rural school with a very big heart and a strong sense of 

community.  Here children from the local area, as well as further afield, 

form a vibrant learning community where learning is very much a 

passion (for both children and adults alike) and seen as an integral part 

of a rich life long journey.  It is recognised that every child has an innate 

ability to learn from the moment they are born, with an incredible 

capacity to learn and develop through engagement with others and 

with the world around them.  It is this belief that is at the very heart of 

what the school provides for every child that becomes a part of the 

school community.  Here there is an ethos of mutual respect and 

responsibility, promoting an environment that is caring and nurturing in 

its promotion of always striving to improve.  All children are recognised 

as individuals and encouraged to achieve through realistic, progressive 

and (dare I say it?) fun opportunities that provide a broad, balanced 

and healthy curriculum, building a strong foundation and positive 

attitude to learning.  

Following an Ofsted inspection in April 2017 we were pleased to once 

again be awarded judgements of “Good” overall and across all 

categories of the inspection. 

Here genuine, respectful and active partnerships between children, 

their families, school staff and the wider community are not only valued 

but central to school life and to meaningful and happy learning.  

Children here love their diverse and stimulating learning experience 

and are challenged to make the most of every opportunity, which they 

do with great enthusiasm! 

I warmly encourage you to visit our website and visit the school to 

experience for yourself our wonderful school community. 

Kind regards, 

  

  

Jeanette Battye 
Chair of Governors 
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Our School Aims 

 
The overall aim of Sheriffhales Primary School is to provide a stimulating, 

purposeful, educational environment enabling all children to develop 

academically and socially in a positive and supportive atmosphere. 

This will prepare each child for the opportunities, responsibilities and 

experiences of adult life. 

 

In order to fulfil this we aim: 

 

 To help each child develop through self-motivation, an appetite for 

knowledge and learning and an awareness of how to apply 

knowledge, skills and concepts in reaching their full educational 

potential. 

 To provide quality teaching and learning opportunities for each 

child so that they can maximise their potential. 

 To encourage the development of a sense of responsibility, self- 

discipline, self-confidence and independent creative thinking. 

 To achieve high standards in all areas of the curriculum. 

 To develop an awareness, understanding and appreciation of the 

broad religious, spiritual and ethical heritage of their immediate and 

global communities. 

 To encourage children to discuss their thoughts and feelings 

confidently, thereby increasing their understanding, and further that 

by learning to take on an opposing view or opinion to further 

develop empathy and analysis. 

 To help the children to appreciate their environment and their 

place and effect on it, so that they walk gently upon the Earth 

 To develop an understanding of the world in which we live and 

encourage children to examine and question moral and social 

values, developing a sense of community cohesion. 

 To develop each child’s creativity and appreciation of the Arts 

 To encourage children’s physical development and personal 

endeavour by providing a wide range of opportunities for Sport and 

Physical Education. 
 

.  
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Starting School 
 

Your child will be able to come to Sheriffhales School at the beginning 

of the year in which they are 5. This is the best time to start, with an 

approximate intake of 12 our children bond very quickly and settle best 

when they start together. The Reception year is a very gentle transition 

from Nursery with lots of fun, play and exploration.  Every child is 

different and they are all catered for.  Delayed starts usually result in 

negative consequences for the child and should only happen in 

exceptional circumstances.   

 

The School's admission limit is 12 per year group in line with the policy 

operated by Shropshire LA.  The number of first preferences for our 

school for the reception class averages 10 - 14. Full details of the policy 

together with information about the arrangements for admission are set 

out in the “Parents’ Guide to Education In Shropshire.” Copies of this 

booklet are held in school for the reference of interested parents and 

are available on request from the Admissions Team Education Services 

Directorate, Guildhall, Frankwell Quay, Shrewsbury, SY3 8HQ. Any 

specific request for information on admissions should be directed to the 

admissions team on 01743 254368. Informal queries can be directed to 

the school. 

 

From the beginning of the half term before your child starts full time 

education he or she will be able to come to our pre-school group, 

which is held one afternoon per week for four weeks. We find this 

introduces children to school gently and prepares them for their full-

time entry to school. First days at school for very young children are a 

mixture of all kinds of emotions. The school day and its demands can 

be quite daunting. We hope this introduction means your child's first full 

day is enjoyable. 

Parents of prospective children are most welcome to come and see 

the school working. If you are unable to visit us during school hours then 

the Headteacher will be pleased to arrange an alternative time out of 

hours. On your child’s first afternoon visit you will meet other parents 

and have an introductory talk from the Headteacher and School 

Business Manager, as well as a representative from our PTFA and 

representatives from our before and after school provision providers 

who will be able to answer lots of your questions! 

 

PARKING 

Parents must park safely on the road.  There are a limited number of 

parking spaces on the Village Hall Car Park which are used by staff, 

authorised taxi services, Village Hall and church users and disabled 

persons.  Parking permits are available from the school office if you do 

need to park closer to school. 
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The School Day 

8.45 a.m. 

8.55 a.m. 

Doors open 

Start of school day 

10.45 - 11 a.m. Morning Break.  

12.00 - 1.00 p.m. Lunch break. The children are supervised by 

experienced Supervisory Assistants who encourage 

friendships, co-operative play, and, eating well! 

Some afternoons younger children will have an 

additional break if it is felt they need it. 

3.15 p.m. End of school day 

 

 

The School Office 

The School office is the nerve centre of the school.  All administration 

and finance work happens here.  Our helpful, knowledgeable and 

professional colleagues Mrs Hedge and Mrs Simmonds are happy to 

assist you with enquiries and information but we would ask the 

following: 

 

 Please be patient, it is not a front office, it is our only office and is 

a very busy place 

 Please be respectful, at all times we are role models to the 

children in our behaviour as adults 

 Please use our website, blog, Twitter page – often the information 

you need is there, and lots more! 

 Questions relating to teaching and learning, behaviour etc. can 

be directed to class teachers, or you can email the school and 

your questions can be forwarded to teachers 
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The Curriculum 
 

 
 

English 

English holds a central position in our curriculum and plays a key role in 

every child’s development. Reading and writing skills are developed 

throughout the whole curriculum. We use a mixture of resources to 

teach reading including some scheme materials. We feel strongly that 

children are encouraged to read for pleasure as well as for information. 

Phonics is taught daily to the youngest children.  There is a handwriting 

policy in which children are taught to write clearly and legibly, using a 

cursive style in preparation for joined handwriting from the beginning of 

their school life. 

With reading being the key to future learning, we, like all schools, 

expect full support of parents and families to support children’s reading 

through regular and frequent practice at home. 
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Mathematics 

Children learn the basic concepts of number, algebra, shape and 

space, time, measurement, and data handling and are encouraged 

to use these as a means of communication – to investigate, illustrate, 

interpret, predict and explain. The school follows the principles of a 

‘mastery’ curriculum in that children are encouraged to use logic, to 

reason and to problem solve as well as calculate.  

 

 
 

 

 

 

Computing 

Computing has a cross-curricular role and the skills learnt by the 

children are used to support and enrich learning in the other curricular 

areas. Children are also taught specific skills such as coding.  E-safety 

always forms the basis of any computing work. In a world where online 

safety is essential we believe that our children should be fully equipped 

to understand the dangers our cyber world can present. 
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We have Internet access and both laptops and desktop computers. 

Children also have access to iPads and lessons are taught using 

interactive touch screens. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Science 

As far as possible science is taught through practical exploration and 

investigations, making full use of the school environment. There is a 

detailed scheme of work, which ensures full coverage of the National 

Curriculum for all children. Progression in each area is planned so those 

children can build on previous knowledge. Children work 

independently and in small groups, discussing, predicting, planning 

and carrying out investigations. They record and evaluate their results. 

Science work is often enhanced by educational visits and homework 

menus. 

 

 
 

 

History and Geography 

Through the study of history and geography children are encouraged 

to develop an understanding of themselves and the wider society of 

which they are a part. 
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In history we aim to provide a stimulating research environment using 

artefacts, pictures, photographs, written documents etc. and visits to 

historical sites.   

Visits are also made to historical sites during the year.  We are members 

of the National Trust and regularly visit their sites. 

Through our geography teaching we aim to help children to make 

sense of their immediate surroundings and increase their knowledge of 

more distant places. At Sheriffhales, geography is taught both as part 

of cross-curricular topics and through topics that have a particular 

geographical focus. Our scheme of work has been carefully designed 

to give children a balanced knowledge of physical, human and 

environmental issues and that each successive years work builds on 

concepts and skills that have been addressed previously.  Field work is 

important and due to the lovely setting we have at Sheriffhales we are 

able to engage in sustained environmental investigations for both 

Science and Geography. 

Creative Arts 

Creativity is at the heart of our teaching and learning.  The children are 

given the opportunity to experience art and encouraged to express 

themselves artistically through a variety of media and creative 

processes. The classrooms are enhanced by lively displays of children’s 

original work. There are a variety of opportunities for children to learn 

musical instruments including violins, drums and keyboard.  This is 

supported by Shropshire Music Service and independent teachers, and 

includes the opportunity to have singing lessons from a professional 

soprano. 

 
 

 

 

Religious Education 

The content of RE lessons follows a scheme of work derived from the 

Local Authority agreed syllabus. Whole school assemblies are twice 
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weekly, and other class based assemblies take place during the week.  

These are non-denominational, but Christian in content with reference 

to comparative beliefs and customs. Children are given the 

opportunity to pray, reflect and worship, but are not forced. Parents 

wishing to withdraw their children from RE lessons or assemblies are 

welcome to discuss this with the Headteacher and suitable alternative 

arrangements may be made.  We have very strong links with the 

church opposite -St Mary’s – of which we are very proud. 

 

 
 

 

 

 

Physical Education 

The school places a strong emphasis on keeping physically active. We 

promote physical activity through a wide range of sporting activities 

both within and beyond the conventional PE lesson.  The whole school 

participates in Miles and Move It (linked to the Daily Mile), pupils can 

become Play Leaders and Sports Ambassadors.  Key Stage Two 

children go swimming in the lido at Albrighton School. We also use our 

playground and fields for outdoor games such as netball, football, 

cross-country, tag rugby, rounders, cricket and athletics. A selection of 

sports is on offer as extra-curricular activities with children having the 

opportunity to represent the school in a number of sports including 

cycling. Dance and gym are taught in the village hall. We sustain close 

links with local schools for inter-school competition and learning school 

through a thriving sports partnership. 
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PSHE 

The school has developed its own programme of personal, social and 

health education which is linked to meta-cognitive learning 

approaches and more concrete aspects of the subject such as anti-

bullying, e-safety, keeping healthy and safe and sex and relationships 

education. Pupils in KS2 may also study mindfulness through an 

accredited education programme known as ‘Paws B’.  All pupils are 

taught small mindfulness practices to encourage focus and 

concentration.  Pupils in Year 6 attend ‘Crucial Crew’ for the day 

exploring a range of safety and health issues using providers such as, 

the police and fire services. 

 
 

Relationships and Sex Education 

We follow the highly respected Shropshire scheme. The governors and 

staff believe it is important that children are well prepared for 

adulthood and feel it is important to support parents in this sensitive 

task from the time children start with us to the time they leave. Aspects 

of sex education are contained within the science National Curriculum 

Programmes of study for all children, for example developing 

knowledge of parts of the body and the way they work. These aspects 

will therefore be planned within our normal curriculum planning. In 

addition sex and relationships education forms part of our PHSE 

programme and pupils receive specific, age appropriate, teaching 

from Year 1. The most specific aspects related to changes to their 

bodies will be discussed during Years 5 and 6. Questions from all 

children will be dealt with honestly and sensitively as they arise.  

Should you wish to withdraw your child from the sex education 

programme, which is not part of the science curriculum, we ask you to 

come into school to discuss our policy. If you do wish your child to be 

withdrawn, you should confirm your decision in writing. Relationships 

education is mandatory from Sept 2020.  A copy of the relationship and 

sex education policy is available on request. 
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Homework 

We believe the purpose of homework should be two-fold. Firstly, it 

should support the child’s learning in the classroom and secondly, as 

the child goes through the school, homework should help develop self-

discipline, effective work habits and organisation. It is not our policy to 

give daily written homework for all children. Homework should be 

appropriate to the needs of the child and relevant to the learning. At 

the early stages of schooling, the teacher supports young children’s 

learning. In most cases, therefore, homework activities will require the 

support of a parent or other adult.  

The youngest children can find the school day very tiring and 

homework at this stage should be approximately 10 minutes, 

concentrating on reading activities. Y1 and Y2 are expected to do 10 

minutes of reading and 10 minutes of other activities, such as spelling 

practice or number bonds, totalling about an hour a week. Reception 

and KS1 activities we expect to be completed at home include shared 

reading, playing word or sound games, learning nursery rhymes, 

number games and practising handwriting. The homework menu 

allows parents and children to select activities and projects based 

around a theme to support class work.  

In Key Stage 2 homework continues with practising of spellings, 

multiplication tables and reading practice, along with the homework 

menu. 

To prepare children for secondary schools, the Year 6 children may be 

given specific tasks to complete at home during the Spring and 

Summer prior to transfer to these schools.  

 

Reading, number fluency and spelling are key.  Spending a short time 

reading with your child, discussing their work or helping them to 

practise spellings or tables gives an important message that learning is 

not just confined to school. We ask that parents do ensure school tasks 

are completed and sign their reading logs or home-link books where 

appropriate. 
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Special Educational Needs and Disability (SEND) 
The governors have agreed a Special Needs Policy which is reviewed 

regularly. In addition the school has a ‘SEND information report’ 

available on its website (or on request) which provides additional 

details about what we offer. 

 

 We believe that all children deserve a broad and balanced 

curriculum and we work hard to remove barriers to learning.  Teaching 

is organised to meet the needs of the individual child and caters for 

children of all ability ranges. Children are assessed at both informal and 

formal levels to ascertain their individual needs. 

 In line with the SEND Code of Practice children identified as having a 

special educational need are described as being in receipt of ‘school 

support’. Pupil Centred Plans are written for children who need 

provision above and beyond every day classroom provision.  These are 

reviewed regularly by the Class Teacher and SEND co-ordinator (usually 

every 6-8 weeks). We work closely with parents as well as the children 

to help ensure success. For children who continue to experience 

difficulties, with the parent’s consent, they may be assessed by external 

agencies such as Learning Support Teachers, Educational 

Psychologists, or behaviour support services.  We also refer to NHS 

services when needed such as occupational therapy and speech and 

language therapy. The special needs co-ordinator holds the national 

qualification required for this role and also has additional qualifications 

including advanced teacher status (for dyslexia) and a Master’s 

degree in SEND. 
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Safeguarding your children 
At Sheriffhales Primary School, we understand the vital role we play in 

the safeguarding of your children. 

  

Our work to safeguard and promote the welfare of children is: 

Child-centred 

Focused on outcomes for children 

Focused on equality of opportunity 

Involving of children and families 

Building on strengths as well as identifying difficulties 

Multi- and inter-agency in approach 

A continuing process, not an event 

Providing and reviewing services 

Informed by evidence 

 

This is part of a wider safeguarding package that includes the following 

policies: 

Anti-bullying 

Behaviour and attendance  

Child protection 

Confidentiality 

Code of conduct 

Disability equality scheme 

Equal opportunities 

Gender equality 

Health and Safety 

Intimate care  

Looked after children 

Race equality 

Risk assessment 

Special Needs 

Staffing and personnel. 

Visitors to the school 

Whistle-blowing 

All of the policy statements are available in school for you to access if 

you require. 
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Disability Equality Scheme 
At Sheriffhales Primary School we are committed to ensuring 

equality of education and opportunity for disabled pupils, staff 

and all those receiving services from the school.  

We aim to develop a culture of inclusion and diversity in which 

people feel free to disclose their disability and to participate fully 

in school life.  Admission of disabled children is facilitated by 

personalising the procedure – children can visit as and when 

necessary before entry into school. 

The achievement of disabled pupils will be monitored and we 

will use this data to raise standards and ensure inclusive 

teaching.  

We will make reasonable adjustments to make sure that the 

school environment is as accessible as possible. Our accessibility 

plan which was updated in 2010 continues to be reviewed and 

updated.  Accessibility to learning continues to be a vital part of 

our school ethos.   

At Sheriffhales Primary School we believe that diversity is a 

strength, which should be respected and celebrated by all 

those who learn, teach and visit here. 

 
 

 

Behaviour and Discipline 
Governors, parents, children and staff have taken part in the 

development of our school Behaviour Policy and Guidance. We do 

encourage each individual child to learn the need to co-operate with 

others and take ownership of their behaviour for the benefit of the 

school community. 

Children are encouraged to develop a sense of self-discipline and to 

behave in appositive and productive manner.  We promote and 

reward positive behaviour.  There are very clear rewards and sanctions 

that have been developed and established by children, parents, staff 

and governors.  This ensures a positive working environment for all 

children.  We have an anti-bullying policy and bullying will not be 

tolerated. Our behaviour policy is on the website. 

 

Healthy snacks policy 

We operate a healthy snacks policy which means that the children are 

not permitted to bring in crisps, sweets or chocolate bars for mid-

morning break. Suitable snacks are fruit, dried fruit, carrots, plain 

crackers, malt loaf or other healthy options.  Fruit is given to all Key 

Stage one children.  Water is available during lesson times and fruit 

juice may be consumed at lunch and playtimes. 
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Lunchtime 
The school provides a freshly prepared meal each day. This is prepared 

at Albrighton School by Vicki and her team, then Julie brings it to our 

village hall to be served.  This service was selected by members of the 

School Council and governors following a taste test.  Vicki and her 

team are currently on the highest level of the food hygiene 

classification. 

 

Playtimes 
Playtimes are supervised by two or three members of staff and 

supported by Play Leaders and Bronze Ambassadors who encourage 

and develop games.  Any children who are feeling left out or lonely 

can go to the Buddy Bench and other children will encourage them to 

join in their games.  Anti-bullying Ambassadors also look out for anyone 

looking a bit lonely.  We use a small play area for the youngest children 

and in fine weather we have a beautiful field with sun, shade and huge 

logs to sit on. 

 

Dinner Money 
To help in the administration of school meals we ask that dinner money 

be paid online or given in on a Monday morning. Alternatively, it is 

perfectly acceptable if you prefer to pay for a half or full term in 

advance.  Please put any money into an envelope and clearly mark it 

with the name of the child and the purpose of the money. 

If you think your child may be entitled to free school meals, please do 

not hesitate to contact us.  All children in KS1 and EYFS are entitled to 

free school meals. 

 

Charging and Remissions Policy 
For curricular visits, weekly swimming and other visits requiring a 

contribution to transport costs the school asks for voluntary 

contributions. PTFA regularly and generously contribute to these costs.  

No child will be prevented from attending a curricular visit but we also 

reserve the right to cancel a visit if the support from parents will not 

cover the minimum costs.  At a time of huge financial constraints in 

schools, your contributions are highly valued.  Parents who may be on 

low or restricted incomes are encouraged to let us know if they are 

having difficulty paying for trips, we will treat you with discretion and 

sensitivity. 
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Clothing – all clothing must be permanently labelled 

with your child’s name 
There is a school uniform. This is as follows: 

Girls: Black or grey skirts, pinafore or trousers, white or sky blue polo shirt 

and school sweatshirt. 

Boys:  Black or grey trousers with sky blue or white polo shirt and school 

sweatshirt. 

All children are required to wear ‘school shoes’ which are smart, 

durable and black in colour. Only in severe weather may these be 

replaced by boots. 

 

Summer Alternatives 
Girls:  Blue gingham or striped dresses. 

Boys:  Plain shorts may be worn in warm weather with school polo shirts. 

 

P.E. Kit:  
Royal blue school T-shirt or polo shirt with plain navy shorts. Sensible 

modest trainers for Games and plimsolls or rock-pool shoes for indoor 

P.E. During wintry conditions track-suits/jogging trousers and sweatshirts 

may be worn. 

The children are required to change for PE and should have shorts and 

T-shirts for that purpose.  Pupils attending any sports event must wear 

school PE kit unless instructed otherwise 

 

Woods and Wellies Kit: 
On starting school, please ensure your child has either an all-in-one 

waterproof cover all, or a kagoule and waterproof trousers that they 

can pull on and off themselves, and a pair or wellies 

 
Please ensure that all children's clothing and belongings are labelled clearly 

with their name. The school day is a very busy one and whilst we consciously 

support children to fold, care for and put away their clothes and kit in an 

orderly manner, we will not be responsible for items lost or left anywhere 

inappropriately. Advice on the purchase of uniform items, bearing the school 

logo, can be sought at the school office. 
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Transfer to Secondary Education 
Parents are entitled to express a preference when selecting secondary 

schools. Information is readily available in the autumn term, Year 6. 

Secondary schools will allocate places according to their own criteria. 

Children in year 6 often transfer to Idsall Secondary School, Holy Trinity 

or Burton Borough, however, there are other choices. See below. 

 

Other choices  
Newport Girls’ High School, Adams Grammar School (Boys), Newport. 

Thomas Telford School. These schools operate their own admission 

system with entrance exams taking place. Places are limited. Further 

details can be obtained directly from the school. 
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Parental Involvement in the School 
 

As a parent you automatically belong to the Parents, Teachers and 

Friends Association (PTFA). At present there is a meeting once a term. 

Like other similar bodies the PTFA's main efforts go into fund raising 

through organised social events.  

We are very grateful to our parents for all the help they give us in lots of 

different ways. Parents assist in the classrooms on a voluntary basis but 

must be DBS checked. We are very fortunate to have such a level of 

support from our parents and friends. We are always keen for parents 

who have some time, to help us out in classrooms or by running clubs, 

please let the office staff know if you are interested. 

 

 

Holidays in term time 

 

In line with Shropshire Council the headteacher cannot authorise family 

holidays in school term time.  A permission form for an absence in 

exceptional circumstances should be completed by the parent and 

then considered by the Headteacher.  Every year an attendance 

target is set with our Educational Welfare Officer.  This year our target is 

96% attendance.   
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School Accreditations 

 
We are proud to have achieved the following awards: 

 

Safer Schools 

Healthy Schools Quality Mark 

ECO Green Flag Award 

Spirit of Cricket 

Gold Travel Plan Award 

School Games Sports Mark 

 
In our entrance hall you can also see a collection of less formal 

acknowledgements of thanks, appreciation or accreditation of our 

work.  These are housed in a folder, please have a look. 
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How to make a Complaint 
 

Arrangements for Making Complaints about the Curriculum and 

Religious Worship 
Under Section 23 of the Education Reform Act 1988 the Local Education 

Authority has established arrangements, approved by the Secretary of State, 

for dealing with formal complaints about the curriculum or any related matter 

to the governing body, the L.A. or both. Parents and others who want to find 

out more about this matter should contact the Head in the first instance who 

will be able to let them see a copy of the L.A.'s approved arrangements. 

 

Other Complaints 
For all other complaints or concerns parents (and others) are encouraged to 

raise them initially with the Headteacher who will be able to discuss them 

either there and then or at a mutually agreed time. 

Should it not be possible to resolve any complaint or concern satisfactorily in 

this way the complaint should be put in writing and sent or given to the 

Headteacher. If you would like assistance in setting out your complaint the 

school will, if asked, help you to do this, facilitating access to translation 

services where necessary. The school then promises to deal with your 

complaint as follows: - 

 

  formally acknowledge it within five school working days 

  tell you the name and telephone number of the person looking into your 

complaint 

 respond to it within twenty school working days  

 

Or if it is not possible to give you a complete answer: 

 tell you what is being done to investigate and how long it is expected to 

take. 

 tell you if it has to be dealt with under a special procedure. 

 

If you are not satisfied with the outcome of your complaint you can write to 

the Chair of the Governors, Mrs Jeanette Battye, who will arrange for the 

Governing Body to consider what you have to say. 

 

If grievances have not been resolved at this point matters should be directed 

to the LA. 

 

The ‘Parent View’ should not be used as a platform for making complaints. 

The correct procedures must be adhered to. 
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The Governors 
 

 

Mrs Jeanette Battye – Parent Governor (Chair) 
 

Mrs Joanne Cass – Parent Governor  
 

Mrs Hayley Hedge - Associate Governor 
 

Mr Gordon Tonkinson - Community Governor 
 

Miss Laura Scattergood - Parent Governor 
 

Ms Sarah Hodgson - (Headteacher) 
 

Mrs Fran Taylor - Associate Governor 
 

Mr Trevor Skeates – Associate Governor 
 

Mrs Angela Simmonds – Staff Governor 

 
 

Governors 
 

The Governors of the school have overall responsibility for the strategic 

direction and conduct of the school. 

All proposals and reports significantly affecting the school must be 

submitted to the Governing body. No major changes will be taken 

without consultation with the Governors. The full Governing body meets 

at least once a term with additional committee meetings taking place 

as required. Many governors spend additional time on particular areas 

of the curriculum, for instance literacy, numeracy, science, ICT, by 

visiting classes, attending training and liaising with staff.  
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Staffing  

 
Headteacher (Years R, 1 & 2) Ms S Hodgson  

    

Teacher (Years 5 and 6) Mr W Butler 

 

Teacher (Years 3 and 4) Mrs K Hanson  

 

Teacher (Years 3 and 4) Mrs J Seadon 

 

Teacher (Years R, 1 & 2) Miss E Farr 

 

Teacher (Years R, 1 & 2) Ms S Hodgson 

 

Teacher (Years R, 1 & 2) Mrs K Lyon 

 

 Business Manager Mrs H Hedge 

 

Administrative Support Mrs A Simmonds 

 

Teaching Assistant Mrs C Guy 

 

Teaching Assistant Mrs S Palin 

 

Teaching Assistant Mrs M Tranter 

  

Teaching Assistant Miss M Davies 

 

Teaching Assistant Mrs C Wells 

  

Sports Apprentice 

 

 

Cleaner Mrs S Howells 

 

Cleaner in Charge Mr R Corfield 

 

Supervisory Assistant Miss M Davies 

 

Supervisory Assistant Mrs M Tranter 

 

Supervisory Assistant Mrs A Simmonds 

 

Supervisory Assistant Mrs K Fradgley   
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Find 
Us!  

 

          

             

             

  

 

 
 

 

  

  

 

 

                       

Sheriffhales Primary School  

Sheriffhales 

nr Shifnal 

Shropshire 

TF11 8RA 

 

 

01952 460204 

 

admin@sheriffhales.shropshire.sch.uk 

 

 

From the A5 heading away from Telford, take a left at the crossroads 

marked Sheriffhales / Shifnal.  Follow the road for about a mile turning left 

towards the church.  Go left at a small junction, we are on the left 

opposite the church. 

mailto:admin@sheriffhales.shropshire.sch.uk

